
Ep 43

Are You Ready For A Breakthrough

This is the Infinite Receiving podcast, helping conscious leaders tap into a wealth of
abundance across all areas of your life and business. I'm Suzy Ashworth. And I'll be sharing
with you how you can upgrade your reality through Quantum transformation because you
are ready for Infinite Receiving.

Hello, hello, you gorgeous human being it is Suzy Ashworth here, and you are listening to
the infinite receiving podcast. And this episode is for you, if you are looking for a
breakthrough doesn't want to break through. I'm always looking for a breakthrough. I think
it's uncomfortable but fun. Like, I want the next level. I'm a next level hoe baby and I am
claiming it. I am proud. So the questions that I have for you are when you think about the
area in which you're looking for a breakthrough? Where are you not going all in? And you will
intuitively instinctively know that there's one area that you're holding back on? What is that
area? Next question. If you weren't holding back, what would going all in look like? What
would it look like for you? What would it look like if you were going to go all in on one area?
And as you answer that question, in fact, I'm going to give you the next question, what feels
scary about going all in. Now, what feels scary is that often going all in on one area is gonna
mean like letting go of something else. That definitely will be scaring many people. And what
else feels scary about going all in? list everything that comes up for you until you're like I'm
complete? So the question is, is, are you willing to do it anyway? Sometimes we'd have to do
the clearing and the transformation and the healing, we just get to look at the fears and go
Saadat I'm doing it. I'm going all in anyway, I'm jumping, where's the edge? Show me the
edge? I am going off? Sometimes. That is what we do? Are you willing to do it anyway?
However, for most people, most of the time, the answer is no. I'm looking at all those fears.
I'm looking at all of the things I'm scared of. And I'm not doing it. I'm sorry, I'm backing away,
step away from the edge. And so then you get to ask yourself, what would need to happen
for me to actually be willing to do it anyway. And so where are the reframes? What are the
stories? Who would I need to enlist what support what I want to have in place in order for me
to do the thing, take action on those things. And when we are marketing an offer, there's
something called a minimum viable proposition. And what that means is like, what is the
smallest kind of take up that I would need to have in order for me to know that this is viable.
And so when I asked you what would need to happen, and you come up with your list of
6000 things that need to have in place in order for you to be willing to take action, I want you
to just acknowledge what the six hours and things are. And then ask yourself, What's the
minimal, viable? What's the minimum thing, minimum step that I would need to take in order
to make this reliable. And the reason that this is important is that I don't want it to take years
before you feel ready, because that is just another procrastination technique. But what's the
one thing of this list that would need to be in place in order for you to go for it, do that one
thing and stop, if you want to break through that is what is going to be required. Now if you
don't want to break through, just miss it. Stop wasting your time listening to this podcast, and
go and listen to another one on having a big vision or something like that. Because having a
breakthrough requires action, you can have a breakthrough in awareness. But if the
behaviour doesn't change, you can have a breakthrough in awareness. If the behaviour
doesn't change, it's not a breakthrough. It's just another new concept that you get to
intellectualise about and not take any action on. And that my friend is bullshit. So where do



you want the breakthrough? And what are you willing to do in order to make that
breakthrough? happen? Changing your reality? Now, if you are ready II seriously ready to
create multiple breakthroughs in your life and you would love my support on it, then you
should really come and join my brand new programme called inevitable, delivering it over
nine modules, it is completely live depending on what at what point you receive this, it is
going to be immense. And I'm going to go through both the psychology, the mindset and the
energetic frameworks required for you to set goals in which you are going to achieve
inevitable success. And this programme is completely free, you get it when you sign up for
the wealth expansion experience, which is my four day mini course on how to increase your
level of wealth move into the next level of your specific wealth across every area of your life.
So it's an incredibly exciting bundle. I have a big number in mind for how many people that I
would love to initially be going through inevitable and if you're just feeling at all activated.
Like I say if you know that you are ready for a breakthrough doesn't matter where you're
ready for a breakthrough and you would love my support in creating and building your own
frameworks for inevitable success. You should be in this programme. So how you can join us
it's just by going to Suzy ashworth.com forward slash wealth expansion and you will get the
wealth expansion and inevitable bundle for just 44 pounds. I could not make this any easier
for you to say yes. So So yes. I love you if this has been helpful then do me a favour just tag
me on Instagram just give me a shout let me know which point you have run with or if you've
gone through the whole process and we know how you felt at the end of it and until the next
time please remember that it's faith plus action that equals miracles
Thank you for listening to infinite receiving with me Suzy Ashworth. I'd love to share with you
my Infinite Receiving activation audio. Go to Suzy ashworth.com/activateinfinitereceiving


